Lara is a poem that blossoms like spring.
A luscious voice, full and clear. Filled with
ethereal verses immersed in a delicate
and spiritual revolt. Brimming with crystalline compositions, full of simplicity,
tailored for pop to die for. With a stellar
personality that stands out and brings
bliss in our darkest moments. Lara sings,
gets loose and nails it. In the likes of wellknown singers who have chosen a style
and share it in their own way: Bjork, Kate
Bush, Lady Gaga, Adèle. Lara is like a
fairy. She amazes, orchestrates. “Music
is the best way to infuse light, energy and
madness” she said. Get ready….
The singer who hails from Antwerp is
accompanied by Nicolas Dechêne for the
musical arrangements, Tristan Driessens
as the oud player, eRno le Mentholé, Lucas
Lovinfosse for the complementary vocals
and Etienne Plummer as the drummer.
This new album brings you 45 minutes of
relaxation vital for your senses.
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22/04 - 20h
ANCIENNE BELGIQUE - BRUXELLES
28/04 - 20h :
Casino de Vivegnis
18/05 - 20h :
Soirée Live Le monde est un village
Petit Théâtre de Forzée
21/05 - 20h :
De Loge - Gand
24/05 - 18h
CITÉ MIROIR - LIÈGE
26/05 - 20h :
Centre culturel de Bouillon
10/06 :
Maison de la culture
Famenne/Ardenne
13/08 - 17h
BRUSSELS SUMMER FESTIVAL

« Lara Leliane is free. As a bird. »
– Rifraf

« Her melodies graze the bark
of pop and climb the branches of
folk music with the desire to reach
even higher. »
– Larsen

« Lara’s music can be described in
two words: serene and powerful. »
– Artiste à la une

« Lara sublimes with ease the
work of an author – composer –
performer. »
– Enola
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